November 11, 2017

Dear Colleagues,

International Conference of Strategic Research in Social Science and Education (ICoSReSSE) is an international scientific event that the academic researches about social science and education disciplines are evaluated. Scientific researches can be prepared in German, English and Turkish are willingly accepted by the scientific committee to be evaluated in order to contribute to the progress of the academic literature and practical areas of social science and education.

The purpose of this letter is to formally inform you general frame of conference procedures about 8th International Conference of Strategic Research on Social Science and Education Conference (ICoSReSSE) 2018.

ICoSReSSE is a scientific organization that organized twice a year, to bring together scientists working in different disciplines.

It is with great pleasure to inform you about the 8th International Conference of Strategic Research on Social Science and Education Conference (ICoSReSSE) that will be held in University of Vienna between 11 to 13 May 2018. 8th ICoSReSSE is organized by University of Vienna and Klaipeda State University. 8th ICoSReSSE is open to all scholars, academicians, researchers, teachers and students across all education and social sciences.

Papers submitted in 8th ICoSReSSE will publish in "e-book of abstracts" and "proceedings e-book" with editor and ISBN. The proceedings should be well-written in terms of academic language use (the language of proceedings can be German, English and Turkish). Moreover 8th ICoSReSSE will give an opportunity to participants to publish their manuscripts as an articles and book chapter on peer-reviewed referees on international publishing house and journals. Also in 8th ICoSReSSE, there are many awards given by the scientific committee.

We kindly invite you to welcome you at 8th ICoSReSSE.

Sincerely Yours.

Assoc. Prof. Omer Kursad TUFECICI
ICoSReSSE Coordinator

Prof. Dr. Thomas BAUER
ICoSReSSE Coordinator